TREATMENT
MENU
Gatsby & Miller specialise in treatments to gain hair perfection.
Whether your looking for sleek frizz-free hair for longer, an instant
injection of nourishment and moisture with one of our luxurious
hair spa treatments or advice on hair thinning solutions.

REFRESHMENTS
Coffee
Americano
Latte
Mocha
Cappuccino
Tea
English Breakfast
Earl Grey
Pure Green
Peppermint
We also offer a range of green and fruit
infusions, please ask to hear our selection.

Hot Chocolate
Cold drinks
Orange Juice
Apple Juice
Still water

System Professional
Each of System Professionals care treatments starts with an
Energycode Mapping to identify your unique energy profile. This
allows us to analyse your hair and scalps specific needs, which
are as unique as your fingerprint.
Based on this analysis, your System Professional Hair Care
Consultant will prescribe an ultra personalised system of care
treatments, for use in salon and at home.
The result is hair that is more responsive, full of energy and
lastingly beautiful.
See treatments overleaf.
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Energy
Add any of these Energy extras onto your blow dry.
Energy Blowdry

£5

This express finishing treatment provides strength and
elasticity and is the ideal preparation for a lasting blow dry.

Energy scalp

£5

This uniquely energising massage is combined with a product
from our scalp-active serum range to provide best results.

Molecular Hair Refilling

£12

Instantly reconstructs and reinforces the hair fibre for up to 5 washes. The
advanced molecular hair refilling formula, with essential amino acids,
deeply reconstructs fragile and sensitised hair from the inside out.

Essential 10 minute treatment

£10

Feel the immediate, transformative effect of the express 3 step treatment
which includes the System Professional Shampoo Relax Massage.

Intense 20 minute treatment

£15

The unique 4 step treatment fuses two product benefits into one
personalised care experience. The intense treatment includes the System
Professional Intense massage for ultimate hair and scalp restoration.

Reborn 30 minute treatment

£25

The ultimate combination of performance and relaxation. This unique
5 step multi-benefit treatment features the System Professional AMOA
massage which stimulates the energy meridans whilst providing a longlasting hair and scalp transformation.

TM

Olaplex contains a unique chemistry which restores strength,
structure and integrity internally.
Colour, lightening, straightening, perms, heat styling and even
putting tension on wet hair (combing/brushing to detangle) causes
damage inside your hair. You don’t see it when it happens, but
you can feel it, and you definitely see it over time.
The tiny bonds that make up your hair are being compromised
during these services. Olaplex is a single active ingredient,
designed to reconnect the disulphides sulphur bonds by seeking
out this hidden damage, and reinforces those bonds, making them
stronger, more flexible, and more resistant to breakage. This in
salon treatment is free of silicones, oils, aldehydes and parabens.
‘The only thing Olaplex changes is everything’
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TM

in salon treatment

£30

Experience the revolution of Olaplex with our in salon treatment.

TM

Duo

Price on consultation

To really give hair the most intense therapy, G&M also recommend
Olaplex as a colour upgrade.
From natural colours to ombré and balayage, whether you have
highlights, gloss or permanent to help cover greys, upgrading to
Olaplex for your colour service will leave your hair condition feeling
stronger, healthier and repaired, while your colour is shiny, vibrant
and longer lasting.
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Elasticizer, the iconic hair treatment from Philip Kingsley
launched over 40 years ago and has dramatically improved
the health of countless heads of hair. The worlds first
pre-shampoo conditioning treatment delivers a rush of moisture
to the hairs cuticle suppleness, elasticity and bounce appear
instantly without weighing down or coating the hair.
See treatments overleaf.
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PK Express Spa

£10

Featuring the multi award winning Elastcizer; the express treatment
is a fast & effective way to give you instantly shiny, bouncy,
beautiful looking hair that feels healthy from root to tip.

PK Hair & Scalp spa treatment

£25

A luxurious treatment using Elasticizer & prescriptive scalp masks;
this provides you with the opportunity to unwind whilst Elasticizer
& scalp masks are gently steamed into the hair, followed by a
relaxing full head massage – leaving your scalp refreshed and
cleansed, and your hair beautiful.
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Nourish your hair and indulge your senses with one of the
Moroccanoil Mask Treatments.
Following a personalised consultation by your stylist, your hair
will be treated to a Moroccanoil Intense Hydrating Mask,
Moroccanoil Hydrating Mask Light or Moroccanoil Restorative
Hair Mask depending on your specific needs. Each Mask is
specially designed to combat hair stress ranging from dryness
to environmental or chemical damage. As the treatment helps
to recondition your hair and brings back its natural shine and
elasticity, relax and unwind as you enjoy the Moroccanoil
experience leaving your hair lustrous and rejuvenated.
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Hydrate & repair treatment

£10

For hair that’s fine, in need of hydration and an infusion of protein.
Applied by one of our specialists, the Moroccanoil Hydrating Mask
Light is a luxurious formula infused with Argan Oil that will nourish and
condition without weighing the hair down.

Intense Hydrating Treatment

£15

Indulge in a soothing massage as one of our specialists applies a
combination of Moroccanoil’s signature treatment and the Moroccanoil
Intense Hydrating Mask. Infused with Argan Oil, this aromatic service
will leave hair rehydrated, rejuvenated and helps restore the hair’s
natural elasticity, improving texture and manageability.

Smoothing Mask

£15

A highly concentrated argan butter mask specifically formulated for
unruly and frizzy hair. Moroccanoil Smoothing Mask is infused with
argan butter, argan oil and coconut-derived fatty acids to deeply
hydrate and intensely nourish, leaving strands soft, smooth and
more manageable. Provides long-lasting conditioning while
improving elasticity.

Moroccanoil Therapeutic Restorative Treatment

£15

A deep penetrating reparative treatment ideal for weakened and
damaged hair. The Moroccanoil Restorative Mask helps restore and
repair your hair. This unique formula is rich in protein to help bring the
hair’s inner beauty by rebuilding the hairs strength and restoring elasticity
leaving it hydrated with a lightweight silky texture.
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Thicker, Fuller-looking hair starts in the salon.
Nioxin uses advanced technologies to deliver thicker, fuller,
denser-looking hair. Their commitment to innovation, supported
by research, enables them to be able to help more than 50% of
people worldwide who experience thinning hair.
Start your journey to confidence.
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Derma Renew

£15

A facial for your scalp. Accelerates scalp skin surface regeneration
through exfoliation up to 34% faster than untreated skin. Provides the
perfect foundation for thicker, fuller, stronger hair.

Density Repair
This intensive masque strengthens hair shafts against damage
and reduces breakage, so your hair feels conditioned, smooth
and deeply repaired.
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£10

HAIR & SCALP SPECIALISTS
At Gatsby & Miller we understand how important your hair is to
you, which is why we have a dedicated team on hand to help
with all of your hair and scalp needs.
Our hair and scalp specialists offer a thorough consultation to be
able to diagnose and create a bespoke treatment plan for you.
After the consultation your specialist will carry out a prescribed
treatment designed to optimize hair and scalp health.
From scalp irritation to broken damaged hair our hair and scalp
specialists are here to advise and treat any issues you may have!

Consultation and prescribed treatment
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£50

Do you crave soft, silky, smoother more manageable hair?
If you find yourself striving for hair perfection, then look no further
than the revolutionary Cezanne Smoothing Treatment.
What is the CEZANNE Perfect Finish Keratin Smoothing
Treatment?
The Cezanne Perfect Finish Keratin Smoothing Treatment is a
transformational, long-lasting and safe salon treatment that brings
hair to its ideal, most beautiful condition without damaging or
dangerous chemicals like formaldehyde, which can be found in
other straightening or smoothing products.
See further information overleaf.
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What kind of results can you expect?
Cezanne Perfect Finish Keratin Smoothing Treatment will reduce
frizz and deliver straighter, smoother, stronger, healthier, more
manageable and exquisitely beautiful hair and will last for
months.
Is it a Straightening System?
No, it is a smoothing system.
What are the vitamins and botanical extracts that are being
infused into the hair?
Vitamins C, E, B3, B5 and B6; sugar cane, lemon, apple and
green tea extracts.
How much does the treatment cost?
Short hair

From £130

Mid length – shoulder length

From £150

Long hair (below shoulders)

From £200

Follow us
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